ABSTRACT: For three types of colloidal magnetic nanocrystals, we demonstrate that postsynthetic cation exchange enables tuning of the nanocrystal's magnetic properties and achieving characteristics not obtainable by conventional synthetic routes. While the cation exchange procedure, performed in solution phase approach, was restricted so far to chalcogenide based semiconductor nanocrystals, here ferrite-based nanocrystals were subjected to a Fe 2+ to Co 2+ cation exchange procedure. This allows tracing of the compositional modifications by systematic and detailed magnetic characterization. In homogeneous magnetite nanocrystals and in gold/magnetite core shell nanocrystals the cation exchange increases the coercivity field, the remanence magnetization, as well as the superparamagnetic blocking temperature. For core/shell nanoheterostructures a selective doping of either the shell or predominantly of the core with Co 2+ is demonstrated. By applying the cation exchange to FeO/CoFe 2 O 4 core/shell nanocrystals the Neeĺ temperature of the core material is increased and exchange-bias effects are enhanced so that vertical shifts of the hysteresis loops are obtained which are superior to those in any other system.
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ABSTRACT: For three types of colloidal magnetic nanocrystals, we demonstrate that postsynthetic cation exchange enables tuning of the nanocrystal's magnetic properties and achieving characteristics not obtainable by conventional synthetic routes. While the cation exchange procedure, performed in solution phase approach, was restricted so far to chalcogenide based semiconductor nanocrystals, here ferrite-based nanocrystals were subjected to a Fe 2+ to Co 2+ cation exchange procedure. This allows tracing of the compositional modifications by systematic and detailed magnetic characterization. In homogeneous magnetite nanocrystals and in gold/magnetite core shell nanocrystals the cation exchange increases the coercivity field, the remanence magnetization, as well as the superparamagnetic blocking temperature. For core/shell nanoheterostructures a selective doping of either the shell or predominantly of the core with Co 2+ is demonstrated. By applying the cation exchange to FeO/CoFe 2 O 4 core/shell nanocrystals the Neeĺ temperature of the core material is increased and exchange-bias effects are enhanced so that vertical shifts of the hysteresis loops are obtained which are superior to those in any other system. KEYWORDS: magnetic nanocrystals, cation exchange, exchange bias, nanoheterostructures, ferrites P ostsynthetic substitution reactions, including galvanic replacement and cation exchange, applied to colloidal nanocrystals, 1−14 represent a simple and versatile tool to achieve nanoarchitectures not readily accomplishable by other methods. The galvanic replacement is predominantly applied to form noble metal nanocrystals, such as Au nanocages and nanoboxes, by reacting solutions of appropriate salts with nanocrystals as "nanotemplates". 1−7 The cation exchange is a similar process, however, usually applied to compound semiconductors. 8−14 By cation exchange procedures, e.g., nanorod superlattices of regularly spaced Ag 2 S quantum dots in CdS colloidal quantum rods, 9 nonepitaxial hybrid nanostructures with gold nanoparticle cores and CdS shells, 15 or branched nanocrystals with either CdSe or Cu 2-x Se central cores and Cu 2 S pods, 16 have been demonstrated. In contrast to the galvanic replacement where often substantial morphology changes are observed (e.g., hollow structures are obtained from solid nanoparticles) 3, 4 during cation exchange the nanocrystal shape is nearly preserved. 12, 14, 16 The latter is caused by an anionic framework conservation, which might result from the larger ionic size of the anions in the lattice, causing their lower diffusion velocity as compared to that of the cations. 17 As will be discussed below, also the coordinating solvent applied during cation exchange might contribute to the anionic framework conservation. Cation exchange reactions have been applied also to improve the properties of semiconductor nanocrystals. Treating PbX (X = S, Se, Te) with Cd 2+ ions results, e.g., in the formation of protective CdX shells, causing a significant increase of the photoluminescence quantum yield of these materials. 18, 19 While the high potential for tailoring of material properties by the cation exchange treatment has been demonstrated for ionic semiconductors (primarily chalcogenides), 8−20 here it is applied to ionic magnetic oxide materials. In particular, ferritebased single component nanocrystals and multicomponent core/shell nanocrystal hererostructures were chosen as starting materials for the cation exchange treatments (Figure 1 ), because of their high potential in biomedical sciences 21−31 and their highly reproducible synthesis by facile solution-phase thermolysis routes. 32−35 Synthesizing them as nanoheterostructures allows obtaining physical properties which are unreachable in bulk materials. 36 Two examples for such nanoheterostructures with properties not reachable in bulk are presented in the following to demonstrate the cation exchange procedure. The first example are nanoheterostructures combining ferrites with coinage metals (Figure 1b ) exhibiting combined plasmonic and magnetic properties. 37−39 The second example are core/shell nanocrystals combining magnetic materials of different magnetic phases (Figure 1c) , showing pronounced exchange bias effects. 40−43 The latter can be used to overcome some fundamental limitations of nanomaterials such as the superparamagnetic limit for a given nanocrystal size 41 and are essential for the operation of magneto-electronic devices such as spin valves and magnetic tunnel junctions. 44 The structural similarity between , because even though the mass magnetization of CoFe 2 O 4 is almost identical to that of pure magnetite, several other important parameters such as the coercivity and the magnetic blocking temperature are significantly increased, due to the higher spin−orbit coupling. 46 Thus, even small compositional modifications due to the cation exchange can be sensitively traced by inspecting the magnetic properties of the nanocrystals. While here the Fe 2+ is replaced by Co 2+ the same procedure can be easily expanded to further transition metals, in order to fine-tune the nanocrystals magnetic properties, and optimize them for different requirements of potential applications, including magnetic hyperthermia, 27 or spinelectronic device developments, 44 or for the rapidly increasing research field of magnonics. 47 To perform the Fe 2+ to Co 2+ cation exchange the nanocrystals, stabilized by oleic acid (OA), are treated by the following procedure: 1.2 g of CoCl 2 are dispersed in 28 mL of oleylamine. This mixture is degassed under vacuum and heated to 120°C for 20 min to completely dissolve the CoCl 2 . After cooling the solution down to room temperature in an argon atmosphere, 20 mg of nanocrystals dispersed in 0.5 mL of chloroform are added to the mixture, which is then degassed under vacuum again and heated for 20 min to 100°C to remove the chloroform, before 1.5 mL trioctylphosphine (TOP) is injected under Ar atmosphere. The reaction is taking place at temperatures between 200 and 220°C, and the Co content in the final nanocrystals can be controlled by both, reaction temperature and time, which was varied between 5 and 80 min. This procedure results in a cation exchange reaction which greatly preserves the nanocrystals core/shell structures, sizes and shapes ( Figure S1 −S3, Supporting Information show examples of Fe 3 O 4 nanocrystals after the cation exchange process). Significant morphological changes are observed, however, when the reaction temperature increases above 220°C
, because the nanocrystals start to dissolve and to form aggregates of much smaller nanocrystals, or when the treatment time exceeds 80 min ( Figures S3, Supporting Information) . Also the addition of TOP was found to be of crucial importance, because in its absence at the reaction temperature the nanocrystals undergo fast digestive ripening leading to amorphous and small polydisperse nanoparticles ( Figure S4 , and Pt 4+ also in the present case by changing the solvent environment the thermodynamics of cation solvation is modified. 49 Another plausible effect of TOP may be related to its strongly reductive power and the ability to scavenge the traces of oxygen, thus protecting the Fe 2+ ions in the lattice. It should be noted that in contrast to the cations Co 2+ and Fe 2+ the anion O 2-does not react with oleylamine, because both, the O 2-and the olylamine represent bases according to the theory of Pearson. 50 This might be another important reason why the anion framework is preserved during the cation exchange process.
The cation exchange is stopped by cooling down the nanocrystal solution. Chloroform is added to the solution and the nanocrystals are aggregated by ethanol together with acetone for the washing procedure. Few drops of OA are added to improve the colloidal stability in the chloroform solvent. The whole washing procedure is repeated 6 times and finished by filtration. This procedure removes the CoCl 2 and aggregates of other byproducts from the nanocrystal solution, to allow accurate determination of the Co content in the nanocrystals, probed by (i) EDX on relatively thick nanocrystal films, (ii) by Rutherford backsattering spectrometry (RBS) performed on nanocrystal (sub)monolayers, and (iii) by atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS) performed from nanocrystals which are completely dissolved in acidic solutions. The Co concentrations are deduced from all three methods, and for the presented samples the scatter between the data is less than ±1%.
To facilitate a comparison between the results of the three nanocrystal systems under investigation (Figures 1 and S1 (Supporting Information)), we have chosen in all cases spherically shaped nanocrystals with mean diameters close to 20 nm. The first system represents homogeneous magnetite nanocrystals with a mean diameter of 21 nm (Figures 1a, S1a, S2, and S3 (Supporting Information)), synthesized by thermal decomposition of iron-oleate in the presence of oleic acid. 33 In this case the cation exchange results in a rather homogeneous Co alloying of the nanocrystals, by replacing a part of the Fe 2+ , residing on the octahedral sites of the inverse spinel structure of magnetite, by Co 2+ (sketched in Figure 1d ). This scenario is confirmed by the energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis, performed after cation exchange by scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM). The EDX line profile in Figure  1e shows an almost as smooth Co distribution across the nanocrystal as is also found for Fe. After 30 min of reaction with CoCl 2 at 220°C in this sample a Co content of 8% is detected, e.g., in the RBS spectrum in Figure 2a by the appearance of a distinct Co peak on the right-hand side of the Fe peak. TEM images confirm that the size and shape of the nanocrystals is almost preserved (Figure 2b ,c; the inset in Figure 2d shows the nanocrystals after Co exchange and a direct comparison of the nanocrystals before and after treatment is given in Figure S2 , Supporting Information). While the Co alloying causes only subtle effects with respect to nanocrystal morphology, it is greatly affecting their magnetic properties. The magnetic response changes because of strong spin−orbit couplings at the Co 2+ sites and the concomitant increase of the magnetic anisotropy. The latter has a direct effect on the temperature dependence of the zero-field-cooling magnetization, showing the typical behavior of magnetic nanocrystals (Figure 2d) . At low temperature the magnetic moments of the individual nanocrystals, resulting from the ferromagnetically coupled M 2+ ion spins (the magnetic moments of the Fe 3+ ions are antiferromagnetically coupled in ferrites and thus do not contribute to the magnetization), are blocked and are pointing randomly into all directions, so that the total magnetization of the sample is zero. With increasing temperature the sample magnetization, given here per weight of the magnetic ions (Fe and Co), increases and at high temperatures the thermal energy of the nanocrystals overcomes the magnetic anisotropic energy barrier between different magnetic easy axes and between the spin up and spin down direction within the same easy axis, respectively. As a consequence the magnetization typically shows a superparamagnetic behavior with a 1/T dependence of the sample magnetization (for the present sample the 1/T dependence can be expected to occur well above 300 K, whereas for the nanocrystals described in the next paragraph it is clearly displayed in Figure 3a) . Thus, the magnetization as a function of temperature exhibits a maximum at the so defined blocking temperature T B . For the Fe 3 O 4 nanocrystals with a size of 21 nm this blocking temperature is found at 250 K, whereas the Co treatment increases T B by 60 to 310 K. This causes also an opening of the hysteresis loop close to room temperature, which is observed after cation exchange but is completely absent for the initial Fe 3 O 4 nanocrystals (inset in Figure 2e ). From the opening of the hysteresis loops the values of the coercivity field, H C, and remanent magnetization, M R , are measured at zero magnetization and zero external field, respectively (indicated in the inset of Figure 2e) . Both values are strongly temperature dependent, and at all temperatures, H C is at least twice as high after the Co treatment ( Figure 2e , the corresponding hysteresis data before and after Co 2+ treatment are shown in Figure S5 , Supporting Information). Thus, the Co treatment results in an overall increase of coercivity, remanence and blocking temperature, due to an increased magneto-crystalline anisotropy. The latter is directly probed by measuring the relaxation of the nanocrystals magnetic moment, after aligning them by an external magnetic field.
51 If the nanoparticles are immobilized, magnetorelaxometry experiments provide a purely Neeĺ relaxation time τ N due to flipping of the magnetic moments within the nanocrystals caused by thermal activation. The flipping time is exponentially proportional to the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy. 51 After Co 2+ treatment of the nanocrystals, room temperature flux gate magnetometry detects an increase in τ N ( Figure S6 , Supporting Information). An even more significant increase of τ N due to the Co 2+ treatment of magnetite nanocrystals is observed for smaller nanocrystal sizes ( Figure S6b , Supporting Information). In Figure S7 (Supporting Information), the results for 9 nm large nanocrystals are summarized, showing also an increase of T B from 150 to 206 K and an increase of the coercivity by a factor of 5.7. It should be noted that these observed modifications of the magnetic properties are solely due to the exchange of the Fe 2+ to the Co 2+ ions and not due to different states of nanocrystal aggregation. The latter is ruled out by concentration dependent magnetization measurements, showing almost no dependence of the normalized magnetization versus temperature, at least when the dilution of nanocrystals is performed in a good solvent ( Figure S8 , Supporting Information).
The second system investigated here represents a nanoheterostructure, formed by a gold core and a relatively uniform magnetite shell (Figures 1b, S1b , and S9 (Supporting Information)). Such magnetic−plasmonic core shell nanoparticles have attracted great interest because the localized surface plasmon of the gold cores provide an optical addressability for tracking or monitoring of the magnetic nanoparticles. 38 The gold/Fe 3 O 4 core/shell nanocrystals are grown by decomposition of iron pentacarbonyl on gold seed nanocrystals, and subsequent in situ oxidation of the iron shell into Fe 3 O 4.
39 The shortcoming of these core/shell nanocrystals is the relatively small magnetic moment observed at room temperature due to their limited shell thickness and their small magnetic blocking temperature. 39 Applying the Fe 2+ to Co 2+ cation exchange to these nanocrystals improves both of these parameters, T B from 68 K to about 110 K and the room temperature magnetization from 0.62 emu/g to 1.08 emu/g (at a field of 100 Oe, Figure 3a ). These improvements, together with an increase of the coercivity at low temperatures (inset in Figure 3a ), is obtained here by doping of the nanocrystal shell by 11% of Co, as is deduced also by RBS ( Figure S9 , Supporting Information). Because of the high chemical stability of the gold core, it is not affected by any treatments with Co 2+ precursors (Figure 1d,f) . Thus, the optical properties of the nanoheterostrucures, dominated by the plasmonic feature of the gold nanocrystal core, are almost preserved. As shown in Figure 3b , the plasmon resonance found at 553 nm before Co 2+ treatment, shifts only by 33 nm due to a change of the dielectric function of the nanocrystal shells. While the inert gold core is unaffected by the Co treatment, the shell becomes more polycrystalline during the cation exchange process (Figures 3c and S9 (Supporting Information)), which is important because defects in the lattice structure facilitate cation diffusion from the nanocrystals surfaces to their interior. 20, 52 That such a diffusion is indeed taking place is not only evidenced by the EDX line scans shown in Figure 1e ,f but is confirmed also by the following experiments performed on FeO/CoFe 2 O 4 core/shell nanocrystals.
The situation is completely different in the third system, which are magnetic heterostructure nanocrystals combining antiferromagnetic (AFM) and ferrimagnetic components. This combination is of special interest because it provides a set of unique magnetic properties by exchange coupling via the heterostructures interface, 40−43 These exchange bias effects are important for giant magnetoresistance devices or spin valves, 53 which are applied e. g., in magnetic-random access memories (MRAMS) or in the read heads of hard discs. The present samples are spherical core/shell nanocrystals with FeO (Wustite) in the center and CoFe 2 O 4 shells (Figure 1c) . 43 These nanocrystals exhibit a cubic NaCl crystal structure in the core, while the shell is formed by an inverse spinel structure. Interestingly, these nanocrystals are grown by thermolysis of a mixture of iron-and cobalt oleate, which initially was expected to result in homogeneously Co-doped magnetite nanocrystals as those shown above, obtained by the cation exchange treatment of Fe 3 O 4 nanocrystals. The hysteresis loops of these FeO/CoFe 2 O 4 exhibit in particular very pronounced effects due to the exchange coupling, primarily anomalously large vertical shifts, VS, but dependent on temperature also increased coercivity (Figure 4a ). These VSs are observed, when prior to the measurements all magnetic moments in the samples are aligned at high temperatures by an applied external field, which is maintained during cooling down. After cooling the samples, the hysteresis loops are measured by varying and reversing the external magnetic field. The vertical shifts of the hysteresis loops observed after field cooling indicate that a part of the ferromagnetic spins, which are present in our samples in the CoFe 2 O 4 shell, are pinned by exchange interactions via the interface to the spins of the antiferromagnetic FeO core, which does not reverse under reversal of the external magnetic field. 43 VSs are observed when the ef fective Zeeman energy (difference between Zeemen energy and anisotropy energy) of the ferro-or ferrimagnetic material is smaller than the anisotropy energy of the antiferromagnetic material as well as smaller than the interface exchange energy. 54 In the present nanocrystals, this condition is fulfilled because of the large magnetic anisotropy present in CoFe 2 O 4 , which reduces the effective Zeeman energy in this material. In the present sample at 5 K, the VS is very pronounced and it amounts to 60% of the maximum magnetization, M max , measured at an applied field of 1 T. This value is as high as the highest value reported for specially designed layered heterostructure systems. 55 While the exchange bias effects are very pronounced at low temperatures, they are unfortunately limited to temperatures below 200 K, which is the Neeĺ temperature of the FeO core (T N (FeO)), at which the AF to paramagnetic phase transition occurs. To increase the maximum temperature where exchange bias effects can be found, which is mandatory because any application of these materials in devices such as spin valves requires this effect to be present at room temperature, the core material has to be modified. One possibility is given by changing the core from FeO toward Fe 1-x Co x O, because CoO has a Neeĺ temperature close to room temperature. 56 This modification of the core is again performed by the cation exchange procedure. In this case it hardly affects the CoFe 2 O 4 shell, because it is already free of Fe 2+ but predominantly affects the FeO core material. Indeed, after the cation-exchange treatment a rather uniform distribution of Co across the nanocrystal diameter is found (Figure 1g ). This indicates that in this case the Co 2+ cation exchange converts the FeO to Co x Fe 1-x O (sketched in Figure 1d) .
The Co doping of the Wustite cores is confirmed by the magnetic properties of the nanocrystals after the Co 2+ treatment. The hysteresis loops still show the characteristic features of exchange bias in the form of vertical loop shifts (Figure 4b) . At 5 K, the VS even increased to 78% of M max ., which is the to the best of our knowledge the highest value ever reported for any system. 55 The value of the magnetization also increased, and the characteristic exchange bias effects are observed even above the Neeĺ temperature of FeO (T N (FeO) ). For the starting material, the latter can be clearly identified by an abrupt increase of the temperature dependent magnetization, measured after sample cooling in zero field and applying during the measurement a small field of 100 Oe (Figure 5a ). This abrupt magnetization increase close to 190 K is caused by the AF to paramagnetic phase transition of the core material, since in the AF phase all magnetic moments are canceling each other, whereas in the paramagnetic phase they contribute to the magnetization, because the small external field aligns them into field direction. The maximum of this curve, found close to 240 K corresponds to the superparamagnetic blocking temperature of the CoFe 2 O 4 shell T B (CoFe 2 O 4 ). While T N of the core and T B of the shell are well resolved in the magnetization data of the initial material, the Co 2+ treatment results in a shift of both parameters to higher temperatures. While T N cannot be clearly identified, (green and blue lines in Figure 5a ) T B still corresponds to the magnetization maximum. For the sample with the highest averaged Co 2+ content of 27% it is found at 323 K, well above room temperature. Thus, the hysteresis loop of this sample shows a finite opening at 300 K, whereas initial nanocrystals show only a superparamagnetic behavior (inset in Figure 5b) .
To obtain an estimate for the Neeĺ temperature of the core after Co 2+ treatment, a closer inspection of the exchange bias effects is required. In the present sample, the exchange bias across the interface affects two parameters, the opening of the hysteresis loop (H o , indicated in Figure 4b ) measured at the center of the loop, (which is eventually shifted in vertical direction), and the vertical shift of the loop (indicated in Figure  4a ). Also the hysteresis opening H o shows a characteristic feature close to the Neeĺ temperature. For the initial material a peak is observed in H o versus T close to T N indicating an enhancement of the coercivity. This enhancement is again caused by the exchange interaction via the interface, because close to T N the anisotropy energy of the antiferromagnet becomes strongly reduced. As soon as it is smaller than the exchange interaction across the interface, the antiferromagnetically aligned spins of the cores rotate coherently with the ferromagnetically aligned spins of the shells under field reversal, 54 thus enhancing the coercivity of the whole particles. Above T N the core is in the paramagnetic state and the hysteresis opening is solely caused by the anisotropy energy of the ferromagnetic shell. After Co 2+ treatment the opening of the hysteresis loop is increased at all temperatures, at the maximum of H o versus temperature the opening amounts 5143 Oe, which is 18.8 times larger than for the initial material. Similarly, the VS of the hysteresis loop increased by the Co 2+ treatment at all temperatures. At low temperature it increases from 6.97 to 43.51 emu/g ( Figure 5c ) and a finite vertical shift of the hysteresis loop is observed even up to room temperature (inset in Figure 5c ). Since the VS is a results solely from the exchange interaction between core and shell of different magnetic phases, its observation at room temperature confirms the presence of an antiferromagnetic phase at least for a part of the nanocrystal batch. Thus, the Co 2+ treatment shifted the AF phase transition temperature from 200 K, as observed for the initial material, to room temperature, which is only possible if the FeO cores of the nanocrystals have been changed to be rich of CoO. This fact evidence that the Fe 2+ to Co 2+ exchange can act quite efficiently even through an protective nanocrystal shell. This result is also of interest, because the observation of exchange bias effects is also the precondition for any application of these materials in spin valve based devices. 53 Overall, by the Co 2+ treatment the Co content in the FeO/ CoFe 2 O 4 nanocrystals increased from 18% to 27%, as is evidenced by AAS and RBS ( Figure S10 , Supporting Information). It changed, however, also the morphology of the nanocrystals. From inspections of TEM images ( Figure  S11 , Supporting Information) the morphological changes are hardly seen, because of the polydispersity of the core/shell dimensions. However, the changes are clearly revealed by synchrotron X-ray diffraction, performed at beamline P02/ Hasylab Hamburg with 60 keV X-ray photons. The diffraction patterns shown in Figure 6a can be well fitted by assuming separate phases of CoFe 2 O 4 and of Fe 1-x Co x O 4 , by allowing the lattice parameters to vary with respect to that of bulk. By zooming out the region around a momentum transfer of 2.5 Å −1 the effect of the Co 2+ treatment can be monitored ( Figure  6b ). Here the narrow peak at 2.53 Å −1 corresponds to the FeO core and that at 2.46 5 Å −1 to the CoFe 2 O 4 shell. For the core peak the Co 2+ treatment results in a shift to larger diffraction angles, corresponding to a decrease of the lattice parameter, indicating the incorporation of Co into the cubic lattice of FeO (bulk FeO has a lattice parameter of 0.4332 nm while that of CoO is 0.4214 nm). 57, 58 The second peak shows a much smaller peak shift, but a rather pronounced narrowing of its width, and an increase of its intensity, both indicating an increase of the dimensions of the CoFe 2 O 4 shell. From a fit of the data in Figure 6a the initial nanocrystals exhibit a core volume which is 41% of the nanocrystals total volume, whereas after the Co 2+ treatment for 80 min the core volume shrinks to an average value of 8% (aliquots taken for shorter treatment times indicate that this shrink of the core and growth of shell is a continuous process). This increase of the CoFe 2 O 4 phase during Co exchange explains also the observed increase of the magnetic moment of the nanocrystals (Figure 4 and 5) because the antiferromagnetic core does not contribute to the magnetization. All these observations, however, confirm that the Co is able to diffuse into the nanocrystals sufficiently far to change the core composition from FeO toward Fe 1-x Co x O, with increased Neeĺ temperature. The growth of the CoFe 2 O 4 shell in expense of the core we attribute to a partial oxidation of the Fe 2+ present in the Fe 1-x Co x O core after cation exchange. This process requires oxygen to diffuse through the shell to the core, which is facilitated by the cation exchange, producing defects in the shell acting as diffusion channels. 20, 52 Thus, the oxidation takes place after the samples are exposed to the ambient after the cation exchange is finished. Before the cation exchange process, these defect related diffusion channels were obviously absent, because the Fe 3 O 4 /FeO core/shell nanocrystals we found to have a stable morphology and composition for several years.
In conclusion, the cation exchange process is demonstrated here to be a valuable tool for tuning and improving the magnetic properties of different metal oxide based colloidal nanocrystals. Demonstrated is an increase of the superparamagnetic blocking temperature, of magnetic remanence and coercivity as well as of various exchange bias effects, by replacing Fe 2+ by Co
2+
, due to an enhancement of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy. Outstanding are the demonstrated vertical shifts of the hysteresis loops in Co 2+ treated core/shell nanocrystals, which amounts up to 78% of the saturation magnetization at low temperature, representing a substantially higher value than in any other system. The sizes and shapes of the nanocrystals are almost preserved. In homogeneous ferrite nanocrystals a rather homogeneous Co doping is achieved, whereas in nanocrystal heterostructures specific compounds of the nanocrystals can be selectively manipulated. In gold/iron-oxide core/shell nanocrystals exclusively the shell is modified by the cation exchange, whereas in FeO/CoFe 2 O 4 nanocrystals the core undergoes severe changes. Thus, the cation exchange process enables to obtain novel nanoheterostructures with tunable magnetic properties, which are not achievable by direct synthesis. While nanocrystal materials with exchange bias effects at room temperature are of primary interest for applications in spin-valves and magnetoectronic nanodevices based on them, the Fe 2+ to Co 2+ cation exchange process demonstrated here for metal-oxides can be easily expanded to further transition metal ions, for designing optimized materials for a large range of applications.
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